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 Background : Following the outbreak of the COVID-19 Crisis, Governments & Banks in many
jurisdictions have introduced measures to alleviate the financial & economic
impact of COVID-19, these measures include a range of different payments,
guarantees, treatment of loans subject to moratoriums & also the impact of covid19 on ECL . In the meantime, It's important to ensure timely & sufficient
recognition of credit losses during this transitional period Using a range of
scenarios to support the Credit Risk Analysis.
 How should Banks consider the impact of COVID-19 pandemic in
their ECL Calculations???

 Banks have to develop forecasts based on reasonable &
supportable information as required by IFRS9 on which they
assess the significant increase in credit risk (SICR) & the macroeconomic scenarios given the high levels of uncertainty
surrounding the forward looking info. To estimate the ECLs.

Capital Requirements & credit risk weight : Basel Framework applies higher capital requirement to loans categorized
as defaulted ( more than 90 days) , where the committee has agreed to
exclude payment moratorium periods granted relating covid-19 from
counting of days past due.
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Challenges to ECL & Models
P.D.

L.G.D.

E.A.D.

Borrower’s creditworthiness deterioration

Swift changes in current and forecasted
economic and business environment.

Impact on allowance estimates
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Key Considerations to COVID-19

Credit Risk impact
of Covid-19

• Country & Industry risk ( Systematic risk) :To capture the high Impact on certain
industries. ( Model adjustments related to
industry risk scores )

• Business & Financial Risk :Models should be impacted by updated
macro & Entity's specific forecast.

• Government Support :• Refers to that entities that benefit
from extraordinary government
support due to their systemic
importance or their critical role as
providers of crucial goods &
services/ or government related
entities (owned by the Gov.)

• Liquidity :•Is the main short term concern,
including falling cash inflows &
.
difficulties
to roll-over .
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ECL Estimates
ECL estimate process is complex & involve multiple data ,
Interrelations & assumptions , some of which might be biased to
management (high subjective judgments) relevant to the estimate of
future economic conditions , Accordingly macro-economic scenarios
involves the following,( as a part of sound governance & control ):

Forecasts
&
Forward looking
Information (FLI)







Use of reliable (sources) & supportable information,
Reflecting expected turnaround of economic
conditions & its impact on lifetime PDs.
Forward looking inputs & variables shouldn’t be
correlated
( for e.g. , if GDP growth is projected to
rise, generally unemployment would be expected to
fall).
Forward looking info. must be reasonable considering
the market views of economic uncertainty & relevant
to bank's exposure for which ECL estimation applies
e.g. (Commodities prices , Energy index “ sensitivity
to change in oil prices”).
Selecting appropriate periods of different phases &
long-term forecasts.
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Macro-Economic Scenarios
 Banks should have adopted wide range of scenarios
for macro-economic factors .

Macro-economic
Scenarios
&
weighting

 Selecting too narrow range of scenarios leads to the
risk that will fail to capture risk of losses in an
economic downturn).
 Scenario weights & length of the period shouldn’t
be biased (Make sure there is a range of scenarios
considered & the probability weights assigned to
them not biased, for e.g. (to avoid overly reliant on
base case – too optimistic) , otherwise will fail to
capture the impact of different conditions on credit
risk.
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ECL Models

Complexity of
Models
&
adjustments .

 Banks may use different models to reflect different risk
exposures ( Corporate, Retail mortgage, Personal loans).
 Models adjustments related to (Sector Sensitivity,
governments supports, flexibility to finance), in the
meantime mgt. may adopt model adjustments due to
some limitations related to Historical P.D. used (maybe
have experienced few historical losses which don’t
expect to continue , Accordingly, Mgt. adjust the models
to fit the risk characteristics of its current portfolio &
current circumstances for proper calculation of ECL
estimates & PIT P.D.

SICR Criteria

 Is highly subjective as ECL Framework don’t prescribe what
is SICR , & should consider both qualitative & quantitative
indicators not overreliance on lagging indicators.

Governance &
Disclosure

 Board oversight / Auditors over mgt financial reporting,
controls over selection of the forecast& weights of macroeconomic scenarios& models adjustments as well.
 Mgt. must disclose the info. It presents regarding the ECL
estimates & calculations.
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Basel III
Several jurisdictions had activated the countercyclical Capital buffer
(CCyB) before the Covid-19 crisis. This buffer is meant to be activated
during excessive credit expansions and released during stress periods to
safeguard bank resilience and support lending.

Basel III Main Elements :1) Enhancing the quality of Capital

(adding explicit minimum).

2) Adding conservation buffer.

3) Adding countercyclical buffer.
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Basel III Ratios &Capital Buffers
Basel III
Common
Equity Tier 1

Add going
concern

Tier 1
Capital

Tier 2

Total
Capital

Minimum Capital
req.

4.5

1.5

6

2

8

Conservation Buffer

2.5

Minimum plus
Conservation Buffer

7

ITEMS (%)

Countercyclical
Buffer range

8.5

10.5

0 - 2.5

Supervisory & Management buffers

????????????????

>12.5%

**Differs from bank to another & supervisors .
Additional layer can be drawn when
losses incurred
Activated in periods of credit growth
& be drawn in down turn (stress)

Capital Conservation Buffer= 2.5%

Counter Cyclical Buffer= 0% - 2.5%
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Release Capital Buffer
How much lending bank capital buffers can support, taking into account possible
Covid-19- induced losses?
Estimate how much
of these potential
buffers would be
eroded.
“Usable buffers”.

Amount of banks’ current
CET1
capital
above
minimum
regulatory
requirements
“Potential Buffer “

Approximate by how much
banks could expand lending
depending on how much of
their usable buffers they
allocate to loans

Composition of CET1 Capital Requirements and release potential:Component

Level (CET1/RWA)

Release Potential (US$ trillions)

Minimum Basel lll Requirement.

4.5%

n/a

Capital Conservation buffer (CCoB)

2.5%

Used only temporarily to cope with stress

G-SIB and D-SIB buffer (SIB Buffer)

0.6%

Used only temporarily to cope with stress
(G-SIB); design-dependent (D-SIB)

Countercyclical capital buffer (CCyB)

0.2%

0.1

Supervisory and management buffers.

6.2%

5.0

CET1 Capital ration (end-2019)

*14%

5.1
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Source : BIS Bulletin no. 11

*Based on 5,598 banks in 142 countries at end of yr. 2019

ECL provisioning & procycliaclity
The pandemic leads to a significant reassessment of expected losses, even in
the absence of credit default. This, in turn, may amplify procyclicality and
could lead to a sharp decline in banks’ reported net income, which could
have implications for their ability and willingness to extend credit facilities
to the real economy & consequently, will lead to global recession.

RWA for defaulted
loans ≥ 100%

New
credit
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Stress Testing
• There are several challenges in conducting a stress testing exercise during a
crisis "Covid-19 pandemic “. Given the uncertainty around the path of key
variables under the pandemic, it is preferable to use more than one stress
scenario, or some variation in key stress variables, and obtain a range of
outcomes . For instance , the shock may have a prolonged effects on some
sectors, such as tourism, aviation, retail (non food) & leisure products.
• Due to the uncertainty, banks applied Top-down approach by dropping down
CET1 by (200-600) Bps, this could be changed once authorities have time to
develop sufficiently reliable approaches to deal with the specificities of the
Covid-19 situation, and banks can contribute to the exercise via the bottom-up
component.
Nowadays
Top down Approach

After
Bottom-up Approach
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